Your organization is investing in your growth by giving you unlimited access to Pluralsight Skills. Build the skills that matter most in your role and keep up in an ever-changing industry. Let’s get started.

**Build skills today with Pluralsight**

**Unlock personalized recommendations:** Use Pluralsight IQ to uncover your knowledge gaps and get instant learning recommendations to help you level up fast.

**Customize your learning:** Organize courses, hands-on learning and more using channels aligned to your role or projects. Share channels with your team or follow channels created by experts.

**Learn what matters:** With thousands of courses from the world’s technology experts at your fingertips—and new courses added daily—there’s no limit to the skills you can build.

**Practice applying new skills:** Use interactive courses, projects, labs and sandboxes to practice what you’re learning in real world scenarios.

*Labs and sandboxes available on enterprise only.*

**Validate your skills:** Share your Skill IQ and Role IQ or prepare for certifications with practice exams to transform your ability into expertise.

Log in today to start building skills. app.pluralsight.com